
 

 

  
Abstract—Like other external sorting algorithms, the presented 

algorithm is a two step algorithm including internal and external 
steps. The first part of the algorithm is like the other similar 
algorithms but second part of that is including a new easy 
implementing method which has reduced the vast number of input-
output operations saliently. As decreasing processor operating time 
does not have any effect on main algorithm speed, any improvement 
in it should be done through decreasing the number of input-output 
operations. This paper propose an easy algorithm for choose the 
correct record location of the final list. This decreases the time 
complexity and makes the algorithm faster. 
 

Keywords—External sorting algorithm, internal sorting 
algorithm, fast sorting, robust algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
S we know one of the main problem about information 
and data is the need for sorting it . This necessity has 

been lead to creation of many algorithms with different time 
and memory specifications. But when we are going to sort 
huge number of data traditional algorithms could not deal with 
these kinds of problems because the lack of enough memory 
in compare with data capacity which is being processed. In 
addition as these algorithms were designed just to operate on 
main memory an external memory was required to deal with 
these problems[2][6][7]. Magnetic disks were the best choice 
between all other external mem and they had some 
specifications in compare with internal mem including:  

A. They had more capacity for saving data than internal 
ones. 

B.  Data was accessible more easily than it was on 
internal mem  

3- Because of the disk driver mechanism, random accessing to 
bits on disk space was taking more time than that on internal 
mem. 

But this time spent was shorter than the time was spent on 
transferring data to main mem so as the blocks on disk were 
made bigger the accessing time was made shorter and the 
operations were done faster. 

So, as it was told, some new algorithms should have been 
created to match with internal and external mem. 
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II. REVIEW OF EXTERNAL SORTING ALGORITHMS  
Now, before going on more detailing, some definitions 

should be considered as follow:  
N=number of records on disk that is related to file  
B=number of records in each block of disk  
M=number of records that could be stored on main mem or 
internal mem at a moment (M<N)  

External sorting algorithm has two main parts: 
1. Reading M elements of internal mem, sorting the 

data and then writing each sorted block of data on 
external mem. 

2. Merging all the sorted blocks to create only a large 
block in external memory. 

Before of going on more details, some notes are as follow:  
N/M= the number of executions in the first step or internal 
phase  
N/B=n= the number of existing blocks in an external memory  
M/B=m=the number of blocks in main memory. 
 

First stage  
Until reading all the records from file, the following steps 

will be repeated:  
 

A. reading the m records from disck(external  memory) 
to main mem  

B. sorting each record of main mem by using one of the 
internal sorting algorithm  

C. writing the sorted files into a new file in the external 
mem  

 
Second stage:  
Until reading all the sorted files- mentioned in the last step 

of previous part (3) - the following steps will be repeated: 
1. Reading executions from new file to main mem  
2.  Merging all the existing executions due to the 

smallest number of these sorted executions and 
producing larger executions until one last large 
sorted list which is our final list is produced[5][8][9].  

In this algorithm there are two kinds of time cost unlike the 
other internal sorting algorithms in order to evaluate the time 
complexity:  
-The time cost of sorting data of the internal mem by using of 
an internal sorting algorithm. 

The required time cost of reading and writing the 
information from and onto disk –external mem-or equally the 
input –output cost which includes the number of reading and 
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writing operation from external mem to internal mem and vise 
versa.  

 
Fig. 1 General state of the external sorting 

III. REVIEW OF COMMONLY USED EXTERNAL SORTING 
ALGORITHMS  

One of the most commonly used algorithms, is the 2-way 
merge sort algorithm. After creating small sorted executions in 
the first step, the algorithm in the second step will merge these 
sorted executions two by two to prepare an exact list of sorted 
data. All the records of original file are fetched to mem and 
written to a new destination file so the number of the input – 
output operation will be T1 = 2n = 2N/B at the second stage 
after one pass of the main loop[1][10] , all the records of 
destination file are read and the same number of records 
written to original file so again the number of input-output 
operation (will be)is equal T1.Now it may be asked that how 
many iteration are there in the second stage?  

Each iteration in the second stage will reduce the number of 
execution fifty percent. After [N/M] number of executions 
there will be one last execution so for each input – output 
operation there will be Log 2(n/m) iteration and T2 could be 
written as follow:  

T2= 2n Log 2(n/m) 
There is no difference between M -way and 2-way merge 

sort algorithm except that former method applies an m-way 
merge instead of 2-way in the second step of the algorithm 
and the first step of both of them remains unchanged so T2 is 
as it is comes bellow:  

T2= 2n Log M (n/m)  
The third kind of algorithm, Multiway merge sort 

algorithm, is similar to the two above in its first stage, but in 
the main loop of its second stage all the [N/M] executions will 
be merged at once. This will be performed by using [N/M] 
buffer each with a single element then the following is the 
time cost of algorithm [1] [4] [14]: 

T2=2n 
Its main drawback is that it needs a vast volume of main 

mem equal to whole input data so it couldn't be realized 
(implemented)[11][13].some methods which could be applied 
to improve the algorithm are being listed as follow:  

1. to increase the main mem buffers  
2. sequential access instead of random access  
3. to decrease the time delay of input-output requests  
4. to create the larger initial execution in the first step 

(replacement sort algorithm)  
 

Comparing to other algorithms, a new method has been 
developed for external phase of new algorithm so it reduces 
the total number of input-output operations to 2N/B meaning 

that each of reading and writing operations will be include of 
2N/B numbers of operations separately.  
Like the other external sorting algorithm, in the first step of 
new algorithm a stable internal sorting algorithm has been 
used to sort the existing records in mem and producing 
executions. In the second step a priority queue has been 
implemented aimed to decrease the input-output operation in 
an order that the executed information in the first step will be 
buffered in this queue and used to do the best merging 
operation.  

Generally this algorithm will read each record for twice, the 
once for creating executions and the other once for merging 
them. Also each record will be written for twice which will 
reduce the input – output operation complexity. An important 
issue of this algorithm is to select part of the input file 
appropriately to place it in the main mem. Records will be 
stayed in the main mem until the right output place is 
determined. In traditional algorithms some executions of the 
input file were being read and merged to produce output 
executions but merging in the new algorithm will be done 
with the least input-output operation by using the queue 
priority defined in the exterior phase. The m-way sort 
algorithm could be similar to the new one in aspect of input-
output operation as long as m is equal to N/M but it will cause 
the m-way sort algorithm to be impractical. 

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM  
The new algorithm has two internal and external phases.  

- Internal phase  
In this part the input file will be divided into sub files which 

they could be stored in the main mem and then sorted by using 
an internal sorting algorithm.  

Each sorted sub file is called an execution and the total 
number of executions will equal to N/M in this step. After 
producing i'th executions, the smallest element of the each 
block along with its pointer will be inserted in a priority queue 
which is built in this period. The number of input –output 
operation could be reduced by priority queue  

-external phase  
Due to the queue priority data, the algorithm determines the 

order of blocks which are read from input file. The data block 
with least priority is fetched to main mem Then the algorithm 
will consider the least record of the block as a reference point 
to compare it with other records of mem . mem records which 
are smaller than the reference ,could be written on the external 
mem before the reference record.  

After selection of each block of queue priority, the 
associated pointer will be deleted from the queue until 
removing all the queue elements. In order to keeping and 
merging the records, the buffers B1 and B2 will be used after 
steps mentioned above.  

At first the least block of queue priority is fetched to B2 
while the B1 is empty.  

Then B1 and B2 will be merged together and written to 
B1.After that, the second block will be fetched to B2 and the 
least record of B2 is considered as a reference point. If the 
number of elements in B1 which are smaller than the 
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reference point is equal or bigger than the number of records 
in each block, they will be written to external mem which will 
result in reducing of buffer (B1) length and the other elements 
of B1 will merge with B2 and be written to B1.  

This process will continue until all the blocks of priority 
queue is being fetched and at the end if the B1 has records it 
will be added to the end of output file in the external mem.  
New Algorithm (x,y) routine  
 

/Internal phase / 
X and Y are input and output files respectively.  
 
 
Begin  
1.   )1( NtoiFor =  
Put M number of the next records of file x into the B1 buffer.  
2.  ),,(Re 1 MXBadDisk  

3.  ⇒)()( 1 irunproducetoBSortInternal  

4.  
)()(/

Re
QueuepriorityQitoiruninblocksBM

ofcordsmallesttheInsert

⇒
 

5.  ⇒),( 1 yBwriteDisk   
6.  forEnd   

7.  )( 1BClear  
 

/Termination of internal phase/  
 

/External phase/  

8.  peatRe  

9.  ⇒= )}({minmin ii Qfrontk  

10. ⇒= minmin kofBlockB  

11. ⇒),,(Re min2 BYBadDisk  

12. ⇒),( minkQDel i  

13. )(min 2BPivot =  

14. }|{ 1BkandpivotkkS ∈≤=  
15. BSWhile ≥||  
16. BP =  
17. ),,( 1 PXBWriteDisk  
18. PSS −=  
19. WhileEnd  

20. ⇒),,( 211 BBBMerge  

21. ⇒emptyareQallUntil i  

22. ),( 1 XBwriteDisk  
 

/Termination of external phase/  
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 New algorithm procedure 

V. ANALYZE  
We will study the algorithm in detail including "algorithm 

validity", "computation of input-output complexity" and the 
"amount of mem required in term of the number of input 
records".  

Theorem 1:  
The algorithm has the same number of input and output 

operation as 2N/B with the o (n) as its complexity.  
Proof: In order to produce each execution and because of 

existing of M records in the main mem per execution, the M/B 
number of writing and reading operation ,separately, will be 
needed in the internal phase. Also the total number of 
executions in the internal phase are equal to N/M so we have 
the equation of N/M*M/B =N/B for writing and reading 
operation. In the external phase, one block will be added to 
main mem in each loop and when all the records of that block 
found appropriate place they will be written to output file for 
once. Furthermore as there is N/B blocks, so there is N/B 
reading and writing operation with the o (n) as following:  

2N/B+2N/B=4/N 
Theorem 2:  
After external phase, all the elements will be placed 

precisely in its location ascending.  
Proof: In the internal phase each execution will have 

records sorted ascending after internal sorting. In the external 
phase and according to the queue priority the algorithm will 
place the least block in the mem and all the B1 records which 
are smaller or equal than the reference element will be written 
to the external mem.  

In addition, the records of B1 that is bigger than the 
reference element will be merged with B2 records and replace 
in the B1.  

As we know the nth reference element is smaller than the 
n+1th reference (as the blocks are placing in the mem 
according to the queue priority) so the records of the n+1th 
step is greater than the nth step's record which is written to the 
external mem and the location of records in the output file is 
precise.  

Theorem 3:  
The minimum required mem of algorithm is N/B+ (NB) 1/2  
Proof: because of the total number of blocks in the internal 

phase is equal to N/B so the queue priority need to N/B mem 
and consequently M≥N/B (M is equal to the number of main 
mem required).  
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Fig. 3 Depict of equation 5 
 

 
Fig. 4 Comparing the three algorithms 

 
In the external phase of the algorithm the N/M blocks could 

be placed in the mem therefore M≥(N/M)*B and so M2 ≥N*B 
and by adding the required amount of mem in the first and 
second step we get the following statement:  

M≥N/B+ (NB) 1/2 
Above the diagram shows the results of three algorithms 
including m-way and 2-way merge sort in comparison with 
new algorithm. As it is pictured, the numbers of blocks in the 
mem is considered to be 100 and from up to down diagrams 
are belonging to 2-way, m-way merge sort and new algorithm.  
It is obvious that the new algorithm with a little bit analogy to 
m-way sort merge, is take the least time in comparison with 
the other two algorithms to get the answer except that the 
former is less practical.  

VI. CONCLUSION  
In this paper a new external algorithm was proposed. It is 

focused on the second phase of the other similar algorithms 
but second part of that is including a new easy implementing 
method which has reduced the vast number of input-output 
operations saliently. This paper propose an easy algorithm for 
choose the correct record location of the final list. This 
decreases the time complexity and makes the algorithm faster. 
Simulation results show the efficiency of the proposed 
method.  
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